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box that stirs a vague memory. Suddenly he

realizes that he’s looking at a perfume his

wife has always wanted. At the cash desk,

Bach produces his SmartCard, which the

sales assistant promptly draws through a

card-reader and hands back to him. To con-

firm the transaction, Bach presses his thumb

onto a small field at the edge of the card,

which acts as a fingerprint sensor. Seconds

later, a low peep verifies that the card is be-

ing used by its rightful owner. The only thing

left for Bach to do is to confirm the amount,

and the price will be deducted from his credit

card account.

Satisfied, he wanders back through the

departure hall. At another store, he sees the

latest book in the second Harry Potter series:

Harry Potter and the Ghost of Cambridge.

What’s more, it’s on sale for the equivalent of

only 25 euros! Bach has already bought the

book in Germany, but he remembers it being

much more expensive. He takes out his

SmartCard, identifies himself and, using his

thumb, scrolls down through the entries on a

small display. Searching through last week’s

transactions, he quickly finds what he’s look-

ing for: at his favourite Internet outlet, he

paid 35 euros for the book. Since his brother’s

birthday is coming up, Bach decides to buy it

again. In fact, he decides to take three copies.

After all, many of his friends would be de-

lighted to receive the book as a gift.

Zoller, meanwhile, is busy studying the

display on his personal digital assistant

(PDA). At the moment, he only has eyes for

his new car. In the last few minutes, he has

received a message from his car dealer's soft-

ware agent informing him that the design

study is now ready. Zoller uses the broad-

band service on offer at the airport and se-

lects a 10 megabit per second connection to

the Internet. After calling up the dealer’s

website, he opens up his very own personal

page, where all his specifications for the new

vehicle are listed. Zoller’s new car will be a

100 kW gasoline model, capable of traveling

100 kilometers (62 miles) on 4.5 liters (1.2

gallons). And although he hasn’t opted for

one of the new fuel cell hybrid models, the

vehicle will be equipped with the very latest

multimedia system. The gleaming red con-
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The Long Road to

€ldoradoElectronic transactions can be
made using a wide range of

processes — some successful, 
others less so. In fact, companies
are still investigating what form

of digital money will be most 
acceptable to customers, how
best to encrypt personal data,
and which standard is likely to

gain worldwide acceptance.

By the end of the 1990s, digital money

seemed headed for a bright future, largely at

the expense of bills and coins. Bank experts

were already beginning to think up ways of

how to control money supply in an economy

in which cash would become peripheral (see

Interview, page 44). But the initial euphoria

has subsided. Although new electronic pay-

ment systems are continually finding their

way to market, no system has made a break-

through. For a while, it looked as though

”eCash” — the successor to ”DigiCash” —

would make an impact on the German mar-

ket. Although the digital money system from

eCash-Technologies was backed by institu-

tions such as Deutsche Bank, it never really

caught on with customers and was discontin-

ued in May of this year.

”Technologically speaking, it was a highly

sophisticated process,” says Dr. Joachim

Henkel from the Institute for Innovation Re-

search and Technology Management at the

Ludwig-Maximilian University in Munich. ”But

it was too complicated.” People wanting to

use the system to pay for goods online first

had to identify themselves at the post office.

Then they had to install special software, file a

digital certificate and generate digital coins,

which they sent to the bank. The bank vali-

dated the coins by debiting a corresponding

sum from the user’s account and then send-

ing the coins back. Basically, potential users

had better things to do and gave the new dig-

ital money the cold shoulder. 

A similar fate befell ”CyberCoin,” a rival

product to CyberCash GmbH, at the end of

2000. Once again, the procedure was too

complicated. ”Customers will only go to such

trouble when they know that they are using

an accepted form of payment,” says Henkel.

”People just aren’t prepared to go through a

complex procedure every time they want to

purchase something online.” Henkel also

claims that most people don’t understand

how digital money works. That’s not so sur-

prising given that electronic money on a hard

disk remains an exotic idea for many of us.

Correspondingly, most e-commerce purchases

in Germany still involve such standard proce-

dures as cash on delivery or payment on ac-

count. Indeed, while U.S. and British citizens

use credit cards to pay for 95 percent of all

purchases on the Net, Germans tend to stop

an online transaction when asked to enter a

credit card number. 

One reason for this is anxiety about the

safety of using credit cards for online pur-

chases. According to estimates by the EU

Commission, card fraud cost 600 million eu-

ros last year. Eurocard, a German credit card

company, claims that the level of fraud in the

Internet is ten times higher than in the rest of

the market. That’s why online purchasers of-

ten see an onscreen symbol representing a

key or a lock — a sign that the data will be en-

crypted. In particular, the large online outlets

provide SSL (secure sockets layer) encryption

for online payments. This creates a relatively

secure link, inaccessible to third parties, be-

tween the server and the customer’s PC. How-

ever, even this system has a substantial draw-

back: online traders have no way of checking

whether customers have really entered their

own personal data.

Customers wishing to use the SET (secure

electronic transaction) standard as developed

by Visa and Mastercard must first obtain certi-

fication from their own bank. This comes in

the form of a special encrypted electronic wal-

let, which is sent to the online outlet to pay for

goods. With the current version of the SET

standard, the electronic wallet is stored on the

customer’s PC. In the future, however, plans

call for this to be administered on a secure

server. An even safer option would be to place

the wallet on a special chipcard (SmartCard).

But users would then need a card-reader,

which currently costs around 100 euros. ”The

security argument alone isn’t enough to per-

suade people to buy one,” says Knud Böhle,

who monitors the development of electronic

payment systems internationally at the Insti-

tute for Future Technological Research in the

vertible will also sport beautiful pale leather

upholstery. Zoller has, in fact, been able to

choose just about everything for the new car

— right down to the specific details of the

dashboard. Now he’s going to see the results

for the first time.

He takes his virtual-reality headset from

his briefcase and slips on a data-glove. At the

press of a button, the data begins to flow

and the car takes shape before his very eyes.

With a deft movement of the data-glove, he

is able to rotate the sports car and inspect it

from all sides. Reaching for the virtual door-

handle, he opens the vehicle and gazes in-

side. Suddenly, a computerized figure ap-

pears — obviously the dealer’s virtual sales

representative: ”Mr. Zoller, let me make you

an unbeatable offer: pay now with e-cash,

and I’ll give you an eight percent discount!”

That’s the kind of deal that’s just too

good to pass up. Zoller therefore clicks on the

pay symbol in order to debit the sum from

his virtual account. The computer now cre-

ates a link to his bank, and special software

encrypts the data transfer. Bach looks over

his shoulder with interest: ”Is that secure?” he

inquires. ”Sure,” Zoller replies. ”You’d need a

quantum computer to crack an elliptical key

with 512 bits. That’s the equivalent of RSA

with 15,000 bits — and quantum computers

haven’t been invented yet.” Bach is confused

but nods in admiration. Meanwhile, Zoller

enters the sum, clicks on the payment sym-

bol and shuts down the bank program.

”Any success?” asks Brown. ”I’ve bought

myself a silk dressing gown with dragons on

it.” Zoller looks up. ”Not bad. But take a look

at this. I’ve just bought myself a new car.” At

that moment, a melodious noise from his

PDA signals the arrival of a v-mail. The short

video clip shows a delighted car dealer in-

forming Zoller that the money has now been

transferred. With his order already on its way

to the factory, Zoller will soon be able to fol-

low the different stages of production via the

Internet. He smiles, and folds up the com-

puter and puts it in his briefcase. ”Let me buy

you both a drink,” he says. ”How about a

Shanghai Surprise? It’s a new creation and

anyway, we’ve got lots of time before the

A380 leaves.” Norbert Aschenbrenner ➔



Spanish city of Seville. ”Customers aren’t ready

to pay for a card-reader yet.” Henkel is also

skeptical. ”Most people wouldn’t even know

how to install one,” he said.

Nevertheless, Böhle believes that Smart-

Cards will boost online business in the

medium term. His optimism is based on the

fact that planning for the introduction of such

cards is well underway. By 2005 at the latest,

all credit cards will be fitted with microchips

for encrypting data. ”That will give people an

incentive to install a card-reader in their PCs,”

says Böhle. He also believes that the govern-

ment could promote acceptance by allowing

people to sign their tax returns with a digital

signature and submit it by e-mail.

German legislation on digital signatures

has already created the basis for online deal-

ings with public authorities. A 1997 law was

conceived to give digital signatures the status

of a supplementary ID card. In May 2001, Ger-

man law was modified to conform to EU

guidelines introduced in January 2000 for a

European-wide standard in this area. Use of

an electronic signature, for example, makes it

possible to determine whether a text has been

manipulated during its journey through a data

network. However, hackers still manage to

crack even the most secure software with the

help of so-called Trojan Horses. Therefore, it

will be some time before you can send your

attorney sensitive documents via e-mail.

Paying small amounts of money via the

Internet is much less problematic. Indeed, as

soon as PC-based card-readers become stan-

dard, special cashcards will provide a conve-

nient way of making ”micropayments.” In

Sweden, Finland and Belgium, for example, it

is already possible to reload a SmartCard via

the Internet and then use it for online pur-

chases. In contrast, this feature is barely used

in normal retailing in Germany, where some

20 million cards with a rechargeable wallet

function are in circulation. Part of the problem

is that too few outlets accept the cards, and

with 20 different, incompatible systems

throughout Europe, standardization remains a

problem. For instance, it’s impossible to reload

a German card from a Spanish cashcard termi-

nal — a frustrating experience for tourists.

Experts are forecasting a bright future for

billing systems. Here, users first install a spe-

cial software program that enables them to

make small payment transactions using a

computer mouse. ”The amount is then

charged to the customer’s telephone bill, to

the bill from their Internet provider, or to

some other established account,” says Böhle,

adding however, that ”New firms are at a dis-

advantage here, since they first have to de-

velop a relationship with the customer.” Such

a billing system is offered by In Medias Res.

The company’s product, Net900, is licensed to

Deutsche Telekom, which uses it under the

name of Click & Pay net900. Even simpler are

prepaid Internet cards such as the ”Paysafe-

card,” which is designed to make online pay-

ments not only safe but also anonymous. Not

surprisingly, such cards are principally used to

pay for Internet pornography. As a rule, the

cards incorporate a secret number, which

users first have to scratch free. This is then en-

tered into the online payment form. A PIN

code is also required in some cases. The cen-

tral computer at Paysafecard checks to see if

the balance credited to the secret number

covers the purchase. This fall,  DeTe CardSer-

vice, a Deutsche Telekom subsidiary, will

launch a rival card known as ”MicroMoney.”

But such payment systems have a big draw-

back, as card suppliers generally charge online

retailers a fee of five to 35 percent per trans-

action.

In the future, cell phones could also re-

place small change. In Finland, they can al-

ready be used to purchase drinks from vend-

ing machines or to pay at the laundromat.

There are also various cell phone-supported

payment procedures in Germany. With the

”Paybox” system, for instance, customers pro-

vide their cell phone number with their order.

The retailer communicates this number and

the amount due to Paybox. Within seconds,

the customer receives a call and is asked to

enter a PIN code  to confirm the purchase. Fi-

nally, Paybox withdraws the sum from the

customer’s account and transfers it to the re-

tailer. Here again, too few retailers have

shown an interest in using the system. 

Meanwhile, engineers continue to work

intensively on new systems. In France, some

cell phones from Motorola and Sagem are fit-

ted with a second slot for a special chipcard to

be used for payment. Another variant has the

SmartCard already integrated into the cell

phone. Böhle is now working with Visa and

Nokia to test such a model. ”If we can speed

up the payment process and increase the

number of businesses that accept the system,

cell phones could become an everyday

method of payment,” says Böhle. ”One day,

we’ll be able to transfer money simply by

pushing a button.” Güven Purtul
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Money Talks

The old expression ”money talks” is truer

than ever. A split second after you drop a

coin into one of the latest pay phones or

vending machines, it tells it all. Size?

Weight? Magnetic properties? Speed? Impact

sound? You name it. In all, explains Fran-

cisco Ibañez, R&D Director of Siemens Elasa

in Zaragoza, Spain, the world's biggest pro-

ducer of public telephones, coins have to

run a gauntlet of 22 validation parameters

before passing muster. That may sound

pretty tough, but counterfeiters still aren't

licked. Now, with the impending introduc-

tion of the euro — probably the most techni-

cally advanced metal currency ever pro-

duced — and a new system from Siemens

Elasa that updates the coin validation soft-

ware in public phones, counterfeiters may fi-

nally have to call it quits. The 1- and 2-euro

coins, for instance, will have such a complex

inner structure that, once dropped in a pay

phone, their unique signatures will be nearly

impossible to duplicate.  

Great, but how are telephones that are used

to gulping Deutsche Marks and Drachmas

suddenly supposed to acquire a taste for eu-

Nickel-brass Nickel Copper-nickel
alloy Microphone 

(1 sensor)

Rolling coins

Optical
sensors (2)

Four magnetic sensors 
measure the multiple layers

Special magnetic sensors 
investigate the outer ring of
the coins (2 sensors)

What Sensors Will See

1- and 2-euro coins will be composed of a refined combination 

of metals. The bimetallic nature of the outer zone and the center,

along with the coin’s multilayer structure, makes it easy to defini-

tively identify the coins. This will reduce the chances that fakes 

will be accepted by vending machines and pay phones.

It will be almost impossible to fool the euro sensors in new 

vending machines and pay phones. Sensors not only will 

monitor the sounds coins make, but will also check their 

optical properties and distinguish the magnetic differences 

between the edges and centers of the coins.

ros — and know which is which — not to

mention identify fakes?  After all, as of Janu-

ary 1, 2002, pay phones throughout Europe

will have to accept euro coins in addition to

national currencies, and by March 1 they will

have to go on an all-euro diet. The answer,

says Ibañez, is a unique feature developed

by his team that allows service providers to

teleprogram the latest phones for new coins.

The provider, whether its Italy's Italtel or

Spain's Telfonica, will simply feed the new

validation parameters simultaneously into

tens of thousands of public phones, which

are now being produced at a rate of 500 per

day at Elasa. The program can also be used

to fine tune the parameters used for accept-

ing existing coins in order to make them

even more proficient at recognizing fakes.

And what about the so-called ”cashless

economy”? ”Hogwash!” says Ibañez. ”We see

that where there are phones that offer coin

and card payment systems, eighty percent of

payments are made with coins.” Evidently,

money will continue to talk — at least for a

few more years. 

Arthur F. Pease

Tomorrow's pay phone.

Siemens Elasa is now

testing its WebPhone.

Outfitted with a 12” 

tempered glass monitor,

built-in video camera,

ADSL line, and the latest

payment validation tech-

nology, the phone is 

designed to provide what

cell phones can't — and

to reverse declining use

of public phones.

According to a study by Forrester 

Research, the number of online 

purchasers in Europe will rise sharply

in coming years. By 2004, some two-

thirds of Internet users will probably

buy goods via the Web — with a PC,

cell phone, PDA or TV. On average,

they will spend 1,774 euros a year —

a powerful argument for developing

electronic payment systems.

1999

72 million Europeans online 

7 million online 
purchasers
Average annual 
volume of purchases:
490 euros

131 million online purchasers
Average annual volume of 
purchases: 1774 euros

201 million Europeans online

65%
purchasers

9%
purchasers

2004

Internet Purchasing Power
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Inside the New Euro Coins


